Colocation

Compartments
Maximum security for your IT

Do you need to ensure that your IT system has maximum security
and is always protected against unauthorized access? We offer
high-strength compartments so that you can create your own
closed-off area within our data center!

Benefits
 Maximum security against access through complete spatial separation of
the compartment with access control and video surveillance

Highlights
 Power supply as standard
between 15 kVA and 60 kVA per
compartment
 Size of compartments 38 m²
 Redundant power supply with
online UPS

 Highest availability from ≥ 99.999 % p. a. for power supply, air conditioning
and backbone

 Electronic access control

 Traceability of events via logging of access control and archiving of video
data for up to 90 days

 Video surveillance of accesses
with HD cameras

 High-quality equipment with optional provision of high-quality racks and
first-class accessories
 Best performance through high-performance and highly available data
connection on request

Colocation

Details
With a compartment in the data center Hof, you have your own compartment within
our data center, which is completely separated from the rest of the data centre and
from other IT systems by fixed separating walls. The compartment has its own door,
video surveillance, lighting, fire detectors and air conditioning. One compartment
is 38 m² in size. If you need more space, several compartments can be combined.
The access control system with logging and the video surveillance of the access via
HD camera, each entry into the compartment is exactly is being captured. For you
as a compartment customer, 24/7 access to the cage is of course free of charge.
The standard service coverage for a compartment is scalable from 15 kVA to 60
kVA. A permanent online performance monitoring with monthly reporting of all
security outflows provides security and transparency for planning and accounting.
The use of inergen gas for fire protection protects your IT equipment in the event of a fire.
Extensive range of accessories, such as additional cameras, highhigh-performance data
connection to the company‘s own international backbone and high-quality racks with cold
aisle containment offer you the opportunity to to design the data center in the data center
according to individual requirements.

Surface area

Number of Racks

38 m²

up to 16
Compartment

Power supply per Compartment
15 kVA

40 kVA

60 kVA

Implementation

Power supply

redundant with A and B feed as well as online UPS

Fire protection

Intergen extinguishing system with double equipment;
direct connection to the fire brigade

Air conditioning

via cooling systems with heat exchangers and
additional adiabatic cooling

Access
Video surveillance
Max. floor load capacity
Rack compound

via transponder card with logging (free of charge 24/7)
access monitoring with HD cameras (90 days archive)
500 kg/m²
Implementation

Number of racks
per compound

16

Rack dimensions

48 RU 750 mm x 1100 mm

Cold aisle containment

Included (with two doors)

Cable runs
Illumination

Above the racks
Yes
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